Technical Aspects of iClickers

• To set up iClicker tool in canvas, in your course setting go to “Navigation,” scroll down to find “iClicker” tool and move it up. Hit “save.”

• You can specify correct answer on the spot by clicking once on the correct bar (will turn it green). This will mark it in the gradebook as the correct answer as well. You can specify the correct answer in the gradebook later as well.

• A screen shot will be recorded in the gradebook, as a question, every time the clock starts.

• If you show a question twice (like if students’ responses were 50-50 and you asked students to re vote), you may delete the first question in the gradebook (under display).

• You can look at results in the receiver’s (base) screen, and if not satisfying and want students to re vote, don’t show the graph and leave the clock running, so it will not create a new question in the gradebook.

• You can change base display to show percentages or actual numbers.

• You can add participation points for every question and general points for the session. (You may add 0.5 point for participation in this case, and 0.5 for correct answer)

• You can change the number of points per question later.

• If you do a question on the fly, it is better to open a word doc. and write the question there, so it would be saved (by an automatic screen shot) once the clock starts.

• The instructor remote needs to be registered in iClicker setting before it can be used.

• The “A” button on instructor’s remote starts/stops the poll and “B” button shows results.

• ALWAYS use the flash stick or same source to synchronize scores.

Changing Frequency

• Start your new session, go to course settings, change frequency code (AB, BB, etc.).

For Students:

• Press and hold the Power button until the two-letter frequency on the LCD flashes.

• Use the A-E buttons.

• A checkmark appearing on the device LCD means change was successful.

• Both iClicker+ and iclicker2 remember the last saved frequency.